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Bulmershe Leisure Centre

This report was generated on 13/07/18. Overall 93 respondents completed this questionnaire.
The report has been filtered to show the responses for 'All Respondents'.

The following charts are restricted to the top 12 codes. Lists are restricted to the most recent
100 rows. 

How often do you use the current Bulmershe Leisure Centre

Weekly (35)

Rarely (24)

Never (16)

Monthly (11)

Daily (6)

26%

38%

17%

12%

7%

If rarely or never, why is this

A bit old fashioned and not much opportunity to do lane swimming

Old and Tired facilities.

Was a member but too depressing

Not as good facilities as Loddon vale, would prefer to use bulmershe as it is closer to home

Old & tired facilities

The swimming facilities are out of date and feel dirty. I prefer to go to Loddon Valley instead

Because I have a young family. There is nothing catered for them in the swimming area. No slides or
baby pools . This is what Woodley needs

My own laziness! And it isn't enticing it looks run down. I live within walking distance and keep
meaning to do some swimming. However I think there is only 1 main pool so if you are struggling to
get customers my guess would be it is because parents with toddlers are going to other pools with
training pools and then just stay going to the same pool even when they move into the bigger pool.

Too expensive

It’s dirty old and not worth the money

Pool not open for lane swimming at convenient times for me

I used to go but felt the building and pool was outdated, with a limited range fitness classes, which
often were cancelled with no staff member to replace them.

Not really considered it, thought it was a school facility

I used when I younger , but not now

Use Loddon valley

Poor cleanliness, Can't afford the prices

Not a nice experience, old, dirty and below par

Carnival Pool is near my workplace and I only really go to the pool for Aquafit. I know there's Aquafit
at Bulmershe but it's too early

Young family and would prefer warmer pool and teaching pool
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If rarely or never, why is this

Swim times are poor and don’t work around family life

It’s a dump

It's dated and doesn't offer the facilities I am looking for

I used for a short period the pool and gym. But gym was too small and pool had too limited hours for
swimming to train, also too shallow.

The pool is small with poor shower facilties. No coffee shop. Not enough slots for free swimming,
instead I go to Loddon despite living 5min from Bulmershe stead

I use a another nicer fitness club, but I do use Bulmershe occasionally because they let you do flat
racing dives

It looks run down and unwelcoming

Facilities are old and need improvement, cost is prohibitivie

Changing rooms are horrid, pool is cold, floor is not sprung.

The site is not pleasent to use due to persistant mantinace issues and outdated, failing systems.

I am a current member of the David Lloyd club as we moved from Swindon. We did join on a trial
membership but the facilities were very dated

It's run down

The current building unappealing while the London Valley centre presents a fresher image

My children swim with a club and they do not train there

Unpredictable times for badminton courts hire and opening of swimming pool. Have not been since
taken over by the Gym.

Outdated

What improved facilities would most encourage you to use the leisure centre more?

Swimming pool (74)

Gym (42)

Cafe (34)

Teachng pool (33)

Indoor sports courts (29)

38%

39%

84%

48%

33%

Do you have any other comments or suggestions for the new leisure centre

test

Need a large swimming pool like the Magnet in Maidenhead where sections of the pool can be used
for different uses at the same time e.g. swim lessons and lane swimming

It would be good to have some classes for children, like dancing, gymnastics

Better pool opening times for families. Train your cleaning personal properly on how to look after the
new facility.

Childcare facilities while parents are using the gym or swimming would encourage more family use.

The building is quite old at the momemt & not enough park spaces. New building will definitely help

Hurry up and build it
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Do you have any other comments or suggestions for the new leisure centre

Hurry up and build it

More than 4 badminton courts, squash courts, cricket nets,extended hours like 6 am to 10 PM.

It needs to have a decent area for parents to watch swimming lessons  current one is too. Small, you
cannot see the whole pool and is far to hot even in winter.

Swimming pool must have adequate, individual changing rooms.

Make it a 50m pool, if need be reduce the size of the "75 Station Gym".

A 50m Olympic distance pool would encourage pool use from a larger group of people

Add some water slides , make the swimming area bigger and catered for families. We would use it
and wouldn’t need to go to coral reef or Rivermead. Make bulmersche leisure centre stand out so it’s
popular like aqua drome in Basingstoke. So much potential. But rebuilding bulmersche tomexactly
how it is now will not see an increase in revenues. Make the pools the focal point and that in itself will
make it profitable. We would use it and I’m sure a lot of other families would too. There’s no reason
why a sports hall and gym couldn’t be on the first floor

Not sure a total closure and rebuild is necessary can a partial closure with extension for toddler pool
not be considered? What were the price differences you cant ask for an informed consultation without
giving us the facts I know there are info days but realistically who goes to those?! Publish the
information online if you ask for online feedback WBC

It would be nice to have tennis and table tennis facilities

More classes would make me use it, and at a cheaper price. Palmer park does class only
membership for £17 a month, could you do something like that

Please make sure there are Family Changing rooms for swimming.  Ensure the showers are powerful
enough for a lady with long thick hair to be able to wash their hair.

Purpose built fitness studio, including mirrored wall, decent sound system, proper air conditioning and
good flooring.

I would not renew my annual 1 Life subscription, so an alternative contract would be desirable. Not
keen on mixed changing facilities, and would prefer better AV and music in the gym.

It is my son that goes to swimming lessons as the center is a short walk from home so same location
much better changing facilities and a much improved pool viewing are necessary.

Leisure pool also with slides, wave machine, etc. WBC residents have to travel to Bracknell,
Basingstoke and Guildford to use such facilities and their residents obtain discounts. Carnival Pool
isn't a leisure pool and the single slide is rarely open. As usual with WBC high taxes, piss poor
facilities, plenty of pointless vanity projects, ie Wokingham Town Centre and employing plenty of
dead wood and utterly incompetent staff. If there was ever an example of why local government is
incompetent and should be abolished WBC would be a prime example.

Please let the monthly roller discos continue in the new centre

Lane swimming available in the week other than at lunch time or early morning.

In the gym have a women only section.  In the gym have a boxing area.  Increase range of classes
and have more trained staff so if instructor cannot make the class, there is adequate cover.  Online
booking system with waiting list if the class is full.

Would like affordable and clean facilities.

Would love some kind of spa facility

The current viewing gallery arrangement doesn't work very well. First off it's a long way from the pool,
secondly the way the window is split means you can never actually see your child. When I was
growing up all local pools had a hot drink vending machine. Swimming just wasn't swimming unless it
was followed by a hot chocolate or a cup a soup.

Major upgrade needed, creche, decent modern facilities
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Do you have any other comments or suggestions for the new leisure centre

Generally cleaner and more day time swim sessions to allow me to take my younger child while the
older one is at school

Please can there be an Aquafit run at a later time or more than one a week? I currently can't really get
home from work and eat on time to go to the one on a Wednesday (when it was on anyway). Instead I
hang around in Wokingham for 3 hours waiting for the Carnival one to start

We have been running a family rollerdisco at bulmershe twice a month fo over a year and we make a
lot of locsl young kids and their parents happy. Each session has got us more locals each time so we
were working our way up to making weekly bookings and then once enough people come make the
sessions longer. It will be a shame if we have to stop.. rollerskates dont ruin the floor as the wheels
are made of eurothane and stoppers are rubber.there are steps we can take to make sure skates
cant damage the floor. We can make sure all skates dont have any protruding nuts and bolts and
check condition of stoppers

Might be nice to have a little soft play bit perhaps?

More cubicles and working lockers in the swimming changing area, better dividers in the main sports
hall

Better swim times, during the day for those who work different hours from the ‘norm’.

Please continue to host Roller disco.

Car park becomes a standstill when School finishes at bulmershe and addington , need keep clear
markings to stop the entrance/exit being blocked daily .

Parking will need to be addressed with the new centre I could use Loddon Valley for the baby pool
but don't as there isn't sufficient parking

We currently run a Roller Hockey club from Bulmershe and need this to continue. The sports hall
needs to meet our flooring requirements otherwise the club may fold as there are no other local
suitable venues.

Gym should be more spacious, with more equipment and more on-mat exercise. Pool is too shallow, it
would be good if part of it was deeper. Indoor and outdoor tennis court would be great. Outdoor area
for exercise/running would be great.

Sauna/Jacuzzi near the pool. A roof that can slid open over the pool in the summer. pay as you go
classes during the day. Physiotherapist or massages

My wish list would be; Poolside lockers, Spacious lockers, A layout ideal for an aquathlon event (i.e.
swim inside then transition to run outside), Plenty of treadmills, TV screens on wall in front of
treadmills but not too close, Music playing, Cardio Tennis sessions, Table Tennis, Pool deep enough
at one end to allow flat racing dives, Varied membership options, including weekend only and off
peak, Shower cubicles instead of communal showers, Plenty of bench space in changing rooms

Good unisex changing rooms with lots of cubicles. Hot showers. Bigger parking spaces. Letting roller
disco carry on after refurbishment.

A better layout with much more car parking would be ideal

Make the cost affordable to all.

I see from the plans that there is a lot of glass I hope that there will be adequate air conditioning in the
new building . Hopefully the glass wil be reinforced to deter vandals and self cleaning.I understand
that there is to be a new management commpany and hpe that they will manage repairs and
maintenance better than the existing company.

There is no viewing area for the main pool.  If the pool's current main purpose continues as swim
school, where do the parents go to watch?  Most classes will use presumably use the main pool, so
this seems to be a step backwards from the existing dire view area.  Will there be any slides /
fountains etc to encourage children to visit to have fun in the water?  The 'additional parking' seems
to me to be only a handful of spaces, which just isn't enough.  Will the management of the centre be
changed?  There is not much point in having a lovely new centre with same old poor management.
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Do you have any other comments or suggestions for the new leisure centre

The leisure centre should be as energy efficient as possible to keep running cost down and
environmentally friendly. Sufficient car parking and a means of controlling its use to users of the
centre.

The Reading and Wokingham area lack a truly disabled friendly lesiure site, they all "meet
regulations" but do not go out of there way to go past this a lot more could be done but would have to
be designed in from the start.

I use the centre 5 days a week.  Have adult swimming earlier in the mornings and have evening
general pool use from 6pm every weekday. I mprove disabled access to the pool - less steps more
gentle slopes.  Wider pool so can have more lanes.  Larger car park as parking is awful most
evenings.  Newer gym machines - less wobble and rust!   More space for equipment.  Separate
school and public areas to reduce hair on floor and smell of ammonia in loos.  Lockers which return
coins in swim changing areas. Separate teaching pool. Tai Chi classes.

Please ensure that the new pool continues to be "canoe friendly". Pool training for canoes is vital, the
current pool is used by a number of clubs.

I have now seen the plans. Insanity! Yes, the centre needs demolition but you have proposed an
incredible centre that is in the wrong place and has almost no additional car parking when the rubbish
centre can't cope with what is in situ. I saw your parking survey strips the other week which were
tactically positioned to miss 50% of the peak car visits (why bother if you're not going to do it
properly!). I suggest selling the land for housing or, even better, building some social housing on the
plot, then building a brilliant pool and renovated sports hall on the Woodford Park site. This would put
leisure facilities into the heart of the community, accessible by both major secondary schools and
most of the borough's primary schools, rather than siting an incredible facility on the eastern edge of
the borough?  I would be interested to see the justification for the re-build and what other options
were considered.

Needs to support roller hockey usage. It's the Shark's home.

It has taken me a long time to find a skating venue so that I can teach my daughter and the Rollaz
Roller Disco is brilliant and we all have a great time when there. It would be an utter shame if it could
not continue in the new centre

Looking forward to seeing the plans for the new centre

Build it quicker! It shouldn't take 18 months to complete.

It is vital that the new swimming pool provides decent changing facilities for people with disabilities,
including cubicles that are big enough to allow carers of either sex to assist their child/person in need
to get changed.It is also essential that the new pool provides decent swimming instruction for
children/people with special needs. The existing classes are excellent in that they provide in-water
assistants however the instruction since 1Life took over has been extremely poor. Our children need
to be taught strokes/techniques etc just the same as other children whilst recognising that they may
have different needs and styles of learning.

Water bottle recycling facilities should also be provided, all water bottles sold on the premises should
be recyclable and water bottle loaning facilities should be made part of the new operational plan

I object to the fact the consultation is not about whether the centre is to be closed. It is presented as a
"fait accompli". I have seen the plans but that is not the point. I am a person over 60 years of age.
The swimming pools at Arthur Hill and Central have been closed. I live near to Bulmershe and work at
the adjacent school. Loddon Valley is not convenient. I have no options for the 18 months+ of
closure. Surely you are failing in your obligations to offer healthy life options to your residents? The
current centre was developed by the Berkshire Education Committee and had educational
restrictions/covenants on its use to protect access for the local schools (particularly Bulmershe) and
the then adjacent College. I am investigating whether such restrictions remain and therefore whether
the closure can be challenged by seeking a Judicial Review. This consultation form itself is derisory
and too brief. I consider ......!!

To keep the roller disco
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Do you have any other comments or suggestions for the new leisure centre

A roller disco at least twice a month.

Please make sure there is adequate parking. When there are football sessions at Goals it is
impossible to park.

There are a number of high quality local aquatic clubs that have lost access to pool space due to the
closure of Central pool in Reading and inferior quality (in terms of depth other characteristics) facilities
that have replaced them. Depth/moveable floor and boom for synchronised swimming, diving,water
polo and underwater hockey would be most welcome as well as boards for diving and sufficient
spectator space for hosting competitions.

Need to be accessible without monthly membership. More classesin the evening.

Needs good parking

Why are you not including a steam room / jacuzzi / or sauna which would enhance the experience
and encourage greater use of the facility.

Parking is massivly inadiquate with non sports center users offten parking


